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Bismarck - Russian Agent in the Tartar Troika.
Marx on the Rise ofthe Iron Chancellor, 1859-1863

Politically, the view I have reached is this: thal Vincke and Bismarck do, in
facl, aca)rately rcptesent the pdnciple of the Prussian State; that the 'State' of Prus-
sia [...] cannot exist either rirrorl/ Russia as she is, or ril, an independent Poland.
The whole history of Prussia leads one to this conclusion which was drar»n long
since by Messrs Hohenzollem (Frederick II included).

Marx to Engels, 21 March 1863, Collected Works (MEC), yol. 11, Moscow,
1985, pp. 461/162.

The enthusiastic advocates of,,Bismarck' s $eat foreign policl' will [...]
discover how this ,,great" and also ,,national" policy was dictaled by Russian diplo-
marists and directed by them on puppet-srings.

ll/ilhelm Liebbtecht. Karl Marx. Biographical Memoirs, London 1975 (1901),
pp. 103/104.

[...] standing closer to the Tsarist regime than his own, a natual activist like
Bismarck [...] was time and again disposed to conspire with the rulers on the Neva.

Elnst Ehgelberg: Bismarch Urpreufe und Reiclßgthlde/, Be in, 1985, p.
101.

Bismarck's posture toward Russia was [...] not an expression of simple-miflded
Russophilia - as was alleged of him early on - but was rather the product of coolly
objective considerations of Realpolitik and political power.

Sigrid llegner-Korfes : Otto ron Bisma/ck uhd R ßlakd, des Reichskanzlers
Rüßlahdpolitik ühd sein realpolitisches Erbe in der lnterprctatioh büt-
gerlicher Politiker (1918-191j), Berlin, 1990, p. 13.

SIJTIMARY
Marx's political conclusion after reviewing Bismarck's ascendancy from
Prussian Ambassador at St. Petersbug in April, 1859 to Prussian Ministerial
President in September 1862 (and Bismarck's formal ceding ofPrussian sov-
ereignty to the Eastem Slavs in the Alvensleben Convention of 8 February
1863 - the first major treaty of Bismarck's administration) was that tlle Iron
Chancellor assumed the highest office in the land in his specific capacity as a
Russian agent. If Bismarck had assumed the chief political post in Prussia
under any circumstances otller tlun being a more or less unmediated ap-
pointee of Russian diplomacy, Marx would have had to undertake a thor-
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oughgoing revision of his interpretation of the history of the Prussian state

structue. As events tumed out, no revision was necessary - Bismarck's ap-
pointment was quite consistent with the perspective that the Prussian st3te

enjoyed fractured sovereignty, sovereignty fractured by persistent structural
servility to the rulers on the Neva (St. Petersburg). With the delineation of
Bismarck as a Russian operative, Marx had put the finishing touch on an out-
line for a comprehensive theory of the state, since the other two major leaders
in Europe, the British Prime Minister Lord Palmerston (1784-1865) and the
French Emperor Louis Bonaparte (1808-1873) had previously been exposed
by Marx as Russian agents in 1856 and 1859, respectively. The spectacle of a
üoika of Marx-exposed Russian lackeys occupying the pinnacle of state
power in the three leading European nations in 1863 renders the contention
that Marx's state theory is Russocentric virtually indubitable.

In the discussion to follow, emphasis will be on the Prussian aspect ofremote
conüol of Westem politics from St. Petersburg. Before embarking on such a
discussion however, a brief review of two other comerstones of Maß's state
theory, namely alleged Russian hegemony in Lord Palmerston's Mid-
Victorian Britain and alleged Russian hegemony in Louis Bonaparte's Third
Empire in France, is in order. For all his peculiarities (and abilities), Bis-
marck is ultimately conceived of by Marx as a spical representative of the
Prussian state. Likewise, the Prussian state is conceived of as being part of a
structural whole encompassing t}le states of Britain and France. In short, a
unified state theory is present.

PART ONE - The State of Marx's State Theory in 1863
Introduction
C. B. Macpherson spoke for many when h 1977 he wrote that Marx: '[....]
did not provide more than fragments of a theory of the state.' I 

, this notwith-
standing the fact Marx had fleshed out a quite operational state theory as
early as 1853, this in response to the writings and movement of David Urqu-
hart (1805-1877). Marx's state theory looked like 'fragments' to posterity due
to the phenomenon of Russo-eyasion' in Marx's studies, i,e,, evasion of
Marx's analyic focus upon and unmistakable antipathy toward Russian in-
fluence in the world, i.e., evasion of Russenhass. If one disregards the heart
of any theory, the residue will resemble fragments. Marx for his paxt took

I Cmlvford B. Macpherson, ,,Do We Need a Theory of the State?", in: The fuse and Fall

- ofEconomic Justice and orher Papers. Oxford. 1985 ( I97?). p. 6l.2 Drischler, ,,Marxist State Theory Without Russenhass?", in:-Beiträge zur Marx-Engels-
Forschung. Neue Folge 1996, p. 193.
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great pains to emphasize the analyically exhaustive nature of his research
concerning Palmerston's Tataro-capitalist state, writing to Lassalle in 1854:
'For me there's no conclusion more certain than t}le conclusion Palmeßton

[...] is a Russian agent. I have come to this conclusion through a most consci-
entious (höchst eewissenhafte) and thorough (sorssame) examination of his
entire career (seine eanze Cariöre) including the ,,Blue Books", the
"Parliamentary Debates" and the statements of his own diplomatic agents.

The work was in no way amusing and took up a great deal of time sehr viel
Zeit raubend) but was worthwhile in that it provided the key to the last thirty
years of diplomatic history.'3
Marx's insistence his diplomacy-driven state model was grounded in exhaus-
tive research was by no means merely a signal to postedty a finished state

theory was at hand; Marx had to convince Lassalle he was more than an

epigone of Urquhart since Marx's view ofthe political directorate ofthe Mid-
Victorian capitalist state was largely identical to that of the right-wing Tory.
The upshot of Marx's Urquhart-induced immersion in diplomatic history in
1853 was Max's 'Urquhart Apotheosis' - a practically uncritical endorse-

ment ofthe Scot's analysis of Palmerston. Compared to the influence ofUr-
quhart, the effect classical political economy was low, so far as Marx's state

theory was concemed. Methodologically, Marx's exteme emphasis on di-
plomacy, his trumpeting of the 'primacy of foreign policy' (Primat der

Aussenpolitik) stamps him a follower ofLeopold Ranke (1795-1886)a even if
the historianJaureate of the Prussian state never shared the Red Prussian's
Russenhass, millenaxian expectations from anti-Russian struggle or fondness

for espionage history.

I Marx to Lassalle,6 April 1854, MEGA' IIV7, p. 85. (All German translations are the
reviewer's.) See also MEC 39, p. 4311432.

a That Marx, Urquhart and Ranke are, from the standpoint of the methodology of diplo-
macy and state theory, remarkably similar is suggested by Ranke's favorable review of
Urquhart's Pordolio. part of a series of exposes of the Palmerston clique published by
fhe Tory M. P. Ranke wrcte that Urquhafi's was the first publication 'which abstracted
from conflicts in the domestic realm and has re-directed policy discussior to foreigr re-
lations and power politics whele it belongs.' (ln: Friedrich Meinecke, Zur Theorie und
Philosophie de! Geschichte. Werke Band IV, Stuttgart, 1965, p. 259).
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The 'Tartar Troika' of l86j: Palmerston, Bonaparte and Bismarck
Ilead of Respective Title of Year ofAcces- Texts ofMarx lden-
State Nation Oflice sion to Premier- tifoing Par§ as

ship Russian Agent
Lord Palm- Great Prime 1855 (1859-65) MEGA,III/7, p. 85;
eßton Britain Minister MEW 30, p. 550;

MEGA, 1/18, p. 159,
MEC 41, p. 156.

Napoleon France Emperor 1852 MEW 13, p. 173;
n MEGA, l/18, pp. 180,

441; MEC 16, p. 163.
Otto von Prussia Minister- 1862 MEW 13, p. 465;
Bismarck President MEW 30, pp. 301,

334; MEC 16,pp.462
(Particularly in the case of PalmeNton the list oftexts in which Marx identifies the party as

a Russian operative is merely tepresentative, not definitive.)

The phenomenon of the Tartar Troika of 1863 is one of the most important
(albeit untnown) aspects of Marx's state theory. A coinage of the reviewer,
tlle term refers to the fact that in 1863 the three major nations ofEurope (and
in the case of Great Britain, the leading nation in the world) suffered Marx-
identified Russian agents as head of state.
Palmerston. In the letter to Lassalle of6 April 1854 cited earlier Marx noted
that the veteran British Foreign Secretary, the dominant force in British poli-
tics for decades) and eventual two-time Prime Minister was,,at all times,,
GmmeD in his ministerial career a regularly-salaried (empfansnes Honorar)
Russian agent (russischer Aeent) subject to instantaneous dismissal by the
Russian secret police (seen as coterminous with Russian diplomacy); i.e., had
to 'fear being sacrihced by St. Petersburg every day, (ieden Tas in petersburq
geoofert zu werden ff.irchten müßte). In his letter to Bertalan Szemere in paris
of2 June 1860 (i.e., after Palmerston reassumed the prime Minister,s Office
in 1859) Marx reiterated that Palmerston: ,[...] still is what he already was in
1829 - a Russian agent, bound by ties to the St. petersburg Cabinet the sever-
ing of which is beyond his power.'6 The continuity of Marx,s adherence to

5 In the subsection 'Politics aod Diplomacy: palmerston,s yeaß, of the article
,,Revolution and the Rule ofla$l'in: The Oxford Historv ofBritain, K. O. Morgan, Ed.
(1984), Chrisropher Harvie observes (pp. 5tZl3) that: ,For much of this period the
dominant figure was Palmerston, who, coming [...], into foreign affairs in 1i130 at the
age of46, burowed himself into the gmbby p.emises of the Foleign ofüce in Whitehall
[...] and stayed there as the dominant force for over thirty years [_.]., In the New yolk
Dailv Tribune article of25 March 1857 (,Defeat of the palmerston Ministry,) Marx re-

_ fers several times to the 'dictatorship ofpalmerston,.
" MEw 30, p. 550 (MEC 41, p. 156).
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Urquhart's views is clear. As early as 2 November 1853 Old Moor wrote to
Engels: 'Curious as it may seem to you, I have by thoroughly tracing the
foosteps ofthe Noble Viscount over tlle last twenty years come to the same

conclusion as monomaniac Urquhart - that Palmerston has been sold to Rus-

sia for mary decades.'7 As a (from Marx's perspective) regularly-salaried
Russian espionage agent in the British Prime Minister's Office, Palmerston

was not alone; thus in his 1877 anti-Gladstone campaign (among other occa-

sions) Marx recorded that the eventually five-time Prime Minister William E.

Gladstone (1809-1893) was a 'Russo-maniac'8 and in his 4 February 1878

memorandum on the Oriental questione, he revealed that the eventually two-
time Prime Minister Lord Cecil (Marquis of Salisbury; 1830-1903) was a

Russian agent groomed for the Prime Minister's O{fice by the Russian dip-
lomat Nikolaj P. Ignatjev (1832-1908). Gladstone was every bit as intimate

with Salisbury as he had been with Palmerston; it was to Salisbury's estate

(Hatfield)to that Gladstone was summoned in December 1868 to receive

Russian orders concerning the list of his first cabinet. The continuity of
Marx's perspective on Palmerston's Tataro-capitalist (Anglo-Russian) state

was so marked that he extended the analysis to Gladstone and Salisbury
without hesitation. Indeed Marx went so far as to identifu the chief Russian

recruitment or liaison offrcer for Prime Ministers Gladstone and Salisbury
(Olga Alexejewna Nowikov and Ignatjev, respectively), as he had earlier
done for Palmerston (Countess Lieven). The situation with the second mem-
ber of the Tartar Troika §apoleon III) was quite different; here Marx had

formed opinions and published a major polemic I 8th Brumaire of
Bonaearte (1852)) prior to the Urquhart Apotheosis of 1853 - hence a signifi-
cant revision was necessary.

Napoleon IIL Max's identification of Louis Bonaparte's lackeydom vis-ä-vis
the Russians took a particularly dramatic form in the article'The Money
Panic in Europe', New York Dailv Tribune, 13 January 1859, wherein the

French Emperor is described as a 'marionette'rr of the Russians. Engels,

though never a 'Russia-hater' (Russenhasser) like Marx, joined in the effort

' MEGA, [v7, p.44 (MEC 39, p. 395).
8 Marx to F.iedrich A. Sorge, 27 September 1877. MEW 34, p. 296.l{EGA'z1125, pp.

457-461 Md pp. 1169-1185 provide documentary material conc€ming Marx's anti-
Gladstone campaign of 1877-78.e See lußCA' ll25,p.123. Historians of the Russiatr Secret Police arc more inclined to
treat Salisbury's mentor N. P. Ignatjev as an espionage agent than a diplomat. See R.

Hingley, The Russian Secret Police. New York, I 970, p. 72
ro 

See H. C. G. Matthew, Gladstone. 1809-1874 Oxford (Clarendon), 1991 (1986), p. 150

Matthew cannot understand why Gladstone would visit the estate of the leader of the
(recently) defeaGd opposition, Marquis of Salisbury, while finalizing cabinet choices for
the new govemment.

rr MEw 13,p. 1?3 (MEc 16,p. 163).
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to Russia-bait Louis Napoleon, ü,riting in his 1860 pamphlet Savoven. Nizza
und der Rhein that ever since Napoleon III met Tsar Alexander II in Stuttgart
in September 1857: '[...] all ultimate sources ofFrench politics are no longer
to be sought in Paris, in the head of Louis Napoleon but rather in St. peters-
burg, in the Cabinet of Prince Gortschakov.'r2 Engels added in the same
work that Napoleon III had reduced himself to: ,[...] a tool with which Rus-
sian dipl
§pisD. ''

omacy plays [...] ' (ein Werkzeue, mit dem die russische Diplomatie
Louis Napoleon's Russo-alignment was so blatant that Marx in

pretations ofthe State, was uncomfonable collaborating with Tories and sought to avoid
conspiracy theorie s and espionage history - at odds with Marx on every point.
See William Fiederick Drischler, ,,Marx's Best Polemic: Russo-Napoleonism and the
Italian Question in Hen Vogt', in zur Marx- Forschung- 1994. For
a §?ical discussion of Bonapartism, i.e., one which ignores the sweeping revision of the

12 MECa, Irr 8, p. 382 (MEW t 3. p. 608. MEC t6. p. 606).
'' Ibid. Engels' endorsement of Marx's view that louis ionaparte was a Cossack puppet

marked the end of theh consensus on Russian affairs. By lg6l - as Bemd Rabehl noted
fDje Geschichte der ceheimdiplomatie des 18. Jahhurders. Berlin, 1977, pp. 129_l3l)
-.lhe two Prussians were parting ways on the Russian question, with Engels joining the
liberal euphoria about the 'emancipation, of the serfs while Marx persistea i" tateiting
thal_-maneuver the 'so-called (soqennante) emancipalion of the ierfs' MEGA, Vlg,
p.l63l. Engels sought to differentiate Tsadsm fiom the Russian people (i.e., opposed
Russia tactically Ether than strategically), favored ,intemalist' over ixtemälisf inteF

'Herr Vogt'dropped the term Napoleonism and began writing of,Russo-
Bonapartism', the'Russo-Napoleonic plan' and .Russo-Decembrism'
(1860).14 'Herr Vogt' was a far more satisfactory treatment of Louis Bona-
parte's politics because Marx had taken the lynch-pin of the entire argument
ofThe l8th Brumaire - namely that Napoleon III was a French potitician op-
erating within an ultimately sovereign nation-state of France - and discarded
it, adopting in its stead a scientifico-intemationalist perspective that Louis
Napoleon was not only the playhing of extra-French but exta-Westem
(Russian) forces. The.l8th Brumaire is replete with references to French sov-
ereignty and autarkyr5; Marx's assumption that French public life was being
run by a Frenchman and his French cohorts is unmistakable in the lg52 tract.
After the Urquhart Apotheosis of 185316 and the ever-sharpening focus on

concept in HeII VoqL see the enay Bonapartismus in Historisch-kritisches Worterbuch
,. des Marxismus. Bd. 2. Hamburg t995. p.283ff.
" See Karl Mar&friedrich Eneels Shalstheorie, E. Hennig clld., Eds., Fmnkfirt/Main

( U llstein). lqTq ( 1974 ). p. 564 and following.
16 If rhe Urquhart Aporbiosis of l85l markJ the turning point for Marx,s state theory,

then the assertion of K. Koßch that Marx,s theory of state and politics was complaed
pdor to 1850 is srundfalsch ('completely erroneous,). See Materialien zum Historisch_
kitischen Wörterbuch des Marxismus, Hamburg, 1996, p. g9, for a discussion of
Korsch's interpretation. B. Nicolaevss and O. Maenchen-Helfen had described the Ur_
quhart Apotheosis of 1853 as early as 1936 (Karl Marx: Man and Fichter, Middlesex,
1976 (1963), pp. 24617), noting that in 1853 .Marx became a monomaniac like Urqu_
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Russian diplomatic interventionism which followed in the wake of the anti-
Palmerston polemics of the 1850's, Marx abandoned the old framework of
analysis of Bonapartism. Like most writers revising their views in public,

Marx was hesitant to admit what he was doing - 'Herr Vogt' has a long, fa-
vorable quote from The l8th Brumaire.r? But this could not change the fact
that ifRussian hegemony at Paris had destroyed French sovereign§ The 18th

Brumaire of L s BonaDarte would have become a largely-superseded work.

Bismarck. The case ofthe new (in 1863) member ofthe Tartar Troika, Otto

von Bismarck (1815- 1898) was definitely more analogous to Palmerston than

Napoleon III. Though Bismarck only emerged as an intemational figure after

his 'Russo-Anointment' at the hands ofthe Tsar and Prince Gortschakov in
St. Petersburg in April, 1859, Marx had been criticizing the Prussian state

since the very beginning of his political career in 1842, and usually on the

same grounds - Russo-servility. Let us review Marx's contention Bismarck

went hand-in-glove with Prussian diplomacy because he went hand-in-hand

with Russian diplomacy.

PART TWO - Bismarck the Russian Agent
Introduction - An Overvian of Prussian History
As Old Moor noted in the letter to Engels of 24 March 1863 quoted previ-

ously Bismarck correctly propounded the principle of the Prussian state in

history; hence a review of Marx's perspective on that state is in order.

In the reviewer's article 'Marxist State Theory Without Russenhass?' (1996)

an appendix treated the topic ,,'Prussia the Lackey ofthe Czar' - Marx's Con-

cept of Russian Co-Rule Inside Prussia". There the focus was on t}re article

'The Divine Right on the Hohenzollems' of 13 December 1856, an aresr
ingly thorough survey of Prussian history fiom the pen of Marx." M"o con-

cluded the diplomacy-centered discussion by asserting that teritorial treaties

with Russia were decisive for the constitution of the Prussian state, referring

specifically to the Prussian treaties with Peter the Great conceming the distri-

bution of Swedish territory after the Great Northem War (1700-1721), with

hart. He examined hun&eds ofdiplomatic documents in the British Museum, and in his

opinion they revealed a seqet connivance betweefl the cabinets of London and St. Pe-

tersburg dating from the time of Peter the Great. Marx now attacked Palmerston with
great vehemence.' Nicolaevs§ and Maenchen-Helfen arc clearly descdbing a genuine

sea change in Marx's concept of state and politics. By February 1854 ('Cobden and

Russia', New York Tribune, 16 February 1854) Marx was aniculating his core concept

that the sole and single decisive politicäl trait ofthe industdal capitalist bougeoisie was

Russophilia. Russenhass had passed fiom being an ideological constant to dre central

organizing principle of Marx's political project.
t? see MEGA'Ul8, pp. 64-67.
t8 MEw 12, p. 95-101 (MEC 15, p. l5l-157). See Karl Marx/Friedrich Engels, ft91

Deutschland urld die deutsche Arbeiterbewequns. Band I, Berlin, 1982, p. 592.
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Catherine II conceming the division ofPoland and with Alexander I concem-
ing the division of Germany agreed upon at the Congress of Vienna (1815).
In the second installment (2 May 1860) of his 'Preparations for Napoleon's
Coming War on the Rline' (NggLYqk lCily_IAbUtO Marx further devel-
oped his outline of Prussian history, writing: 'Quite true to the traditions of
Prussia's past, the first idea of the Prince Regent and his satellites was to
tlrow themselves upon tlre mercy ofRussia. Had not Frederick William I ac-
quired Pomerania by a treaty of division concluded with peter the Great
against Charles XII of Sweden? Had not Frederick II carried the day in the
Seven Years' War, and annexed Silesia by the withdrawal ofRussia from her
Austrian ally? Had not the several divisions of Poland, planned between the
Court of Berlin and the Court of Petersburg, swelled out the diminutive di-
mensions of the Prussian monarchy? Had not, at the Congress of Vienna, the
unbounded servility of Frederick William III, who stood by Alexander I,
when, in 1814, England, Austria ard France showed some indication to op-
position and resistance, been rervarded by the annexation of Saxony and the
Rhenish Provinces to Prussia?'re And so Marx has added to the tist ofteri-
torial treaties with Russia provided in the 1856 article (treaties with peter,
Catherine II conceming Poland and with Alexander I conceming Germany)
the annexation of Silesia by Frederick II as a territorial agreement with Rus-
sia. He goes on to also include the Secret Treaty ofBreslau of October, l g59
concluded between the Prince Regent of prussia and Tsar Alexander II.
Russocentric analysis and focus on diplomacy are likely even more accentu_
ated here than in the 1856 article; there is no economic analysis of anyhing
to speak of, even if the word 'commodity' once appears. Thus, according to
Marx, the main theme of Prussian history is diplomacy-mediated Russo_
servility. The two chief mechanisms through which prussian Russo-servility
operates, following this theory - Polish Cartel and Tartar Troika - are best
seen in the specific context of Bismarck's biography.

Bßmarck Biography I: Pre-Russo-Anointment
(April, 1815 to March, 1859)
In seeking to come to a preliminary judgement of major aspects of Bis_
marck's pre-Petersburg career, the two standard works on the Iron Chancel_
lor, Emst Engelberg's Bismarck. Urpreuße und Reichseründer (19g5) and
Lothar Gall's Bismarck. Der weiße Revolutionär (1980) are useful.2o In this
area (Bismarck's career prior to 1859) there is little material available by
Marx, even if Old Moor's writings thereafter provide the key to understand_
ing what went before. Of the two standard works, the veteran GDR historian

ß MEGA' I/18. pp. 420121.
zu Emsr Engelberg, Bismarck. Urpreuß€ rmd Reichs6ünder, Berlin, 1991 (19g5): Lotlmr

Gall, Bismarck. Der weiße Revolution:f, Frankfi[t/Main; Berlin, 1 9g I ( I 9g0).
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Engelberg's product is more incisive than that of the liberal Gall and is
Marxist-oriented in several respects. Unfortunately the penultimate moment

of Bismarck's ascendancy in April, 1859 is better treated by Gall than by
Engelberg, who though assembling considerable evidence that Bismarck was

a Russian agent, seems to lack the will to draw such a conclusion. Engelberg

mentions that Otto v. Bismarck's forebear Ludolf August Bismarck joined

the Russian service, then drops the topic; he notes Bismarck's close associa-

tion with the Russian agents Hermann and Alexander Keyserling during stu-

dent days at Tuebingen and Berlin, but makes nothing of it; another close as-

sociate from t}le student days - the U.S.-American John Lothrop Motley - be-

came the Yankee charee d'affaires in St. Petersburg as early as 1841 and re-

mained a lifelong friend ofthe Iron Chancellor, yet Engelberg balks at draw-

ing any inferences from the relationship. He even mentions the meeting be-

tween the King of Prussia, the Russian Ambassador to Prussia and Bismarck

on I I September 1848 - a meeting to plot counter-revolutionary strategy -

and then without further ado adverts to the Treaty of Malmo. Engelberg also

fails in perceiving any prolegomenon to the giddy cordiality of 1859 that

Bismarck enjoyed with Prince Gortschakov during their initial meetings

when Bismarck served as Prussian representative to the Frankfurt Bundestae

in the early 1850's - or indeed in questioning the practice of recalling the

Prussian Ambassador to Russia (Theodor v. Rochov) to train Bismarck in
(overt) diptomacy for his initial appointment in Frankfurt/l[ain. When

Engelberg concludes that: 'For Bismarck Russophile politics was not an arti-

cle of faith but tlle result of calculating Realpolitik [...]' or 'Friendship wit]t
Russia was a constant [...] factor in Bßmarci's diplomatic combinations.'2r,

the reader is left wondering why. Though he encountered (and provided) a

good deal of information suggesting Bismarck had been in an agency relation

with Russia all along, Engelberg stops at the waters' edge. Not so Marx

Bismarck Biography II : Russo-Anointment to Head of State
(April, 1859 to September, 1862)

Bismarck arrived in St. Petersburg on I April, 1859 to assume his post as

Prussian diplomatic representative to Russia, by no mean coincidence that
month which marked the outbreak of the Northem Italian War, the war which
in tum marked the renewed accession of Palmerston to the British Prime

Minister's Offrce as well as the definitive alignment of Russia with Prussia

against the Habsburgs, which ultimately lead to German unification in 1871.

2r Engelberg, Bismarck, p. 365 and p. 389
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TSAR ALEXANDER II FAVORS BISMARCK 'BEFORE ALL EYES'

Bismarck's initial reception at the St. Petersbug Court has been described
many times. Wilhelm Mommsen in his Otto von Bismarck (1966) observed
that: 'Bismarck was received by the royal family in St. petersburg in a very
friendly 

^manner.'. 
but then passed over to a discussion of the diplomat,s

health. " The influential l9th-century biography by Marx,s (and Ranke,s)
associate Fedor v. Köppen (EülqlBismarck der deutsche Reichskanzler)
(1876) described Bismarck's reception as ,of the most pleasant variety,23,
noting that Bismarck's exceptionally amicable relations with Gortschakov in
Frankfurt were paying dividends. Engelberg writes: ,Already in the first days
[...] Bismarck enjoyed the favor of the Court and Chancellery. It was clear
that a political friend (ein oolitischer Freund; had arrived.'2a ttat was infact
clear (as Engelberg insinuates a few pages later) was 49]! that a political
fiiend had arrived but rather that a political agent had reported for duty and
the Russians decided to publicly anoint him. The very best descriplion re_
mains that of Lothar Gall who observed that: ,[...]_the Tsar himseli quickly
favored him before all eyes &q!_ellg! 1\ue;g!) [...],r5 Gall's formulation cap-
tures tie ceremoniousness, the laying on of hands, the setting apart of Bis_
marck by the Tsar and Gortschakov. The rising star's own description of his
status: '[...] I'm the only diplomat who has intimate access to tlle person of
the Tsar.' (July, 1859)26 seems to be accurate. Bismarck saw two main as-
signments for himself in St. Petersbug - to assue the Tsar and Gortschakov
his first (only?) loyalty to Russia and to come to the aid of Russo_
Bonapartism in Northem Italy by doing anything and everything to disrupt
Prussian military preparedness, tJre latter a particularly curious task for a fig_
ure sometimes reviled as a 'militarist'. A key practice in the former respect
(demonstrating loyalty) was Bismarck,s habit of immediatety taking his con_
fidential dispatches llom,Berlin and reviewing them with the Tsar Ld Gort-
schakov, as Engelberg2? recounts. The practice soon became notorious.

2) wilhelmjr,,lo-msen, Otto von Bismarck. Reinbek bei Hamburg, 1994(1966),p.41,

,l feaol_v Xtillen. fünt eismarck der deutsch ,I*ipzie, tB76,;. tg2." Engelberg. Bismarck, p. 394.I' L. Gall. Bismarck. D. I9o.

'?6 Bis-"rcf lo Otro ;. wentzel, July l, 1859, in: Engelberg, Bismarck, p. 408. If Bis-
marck's characterization of the situation is valid (as the ividence suggests) then the
contention of Richard Kisch (Bismarck, East Sussex, 1976, p. 29) that in St. ietersburg
in 1859 Bismarck's'[...] diplomatic comftents and advice were either ignored or re_
jected.' is an error, not lo mention the assertion of Bruce Waller (Bismirck, Oxford,
1985, p. 24) tllat the future Iron Chancellor was .very unhappy' in St. petersburg. Erich
Eyck Pislnaret-eqd-.&c§ermsq_Eap[9, New York, 1964 (1950), p. 42, also takes is-

., sue with the exceptional amicabiliry in St. petersburg thesis.'' See Engelberg. Bismarck . pp. 406/07 .
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though said notoriety in no way impeded the flow of material from Prussia's

capital city. Since the Russo-Anointment had in any case thrust Bismarck

onto the world stage, word promptly reached London, too.

MARX'S VIEWS ON BISMARCK'S ASCENDANCY

[...] Marx and Engels [...] s€e Bismarck as nothing but a lackey of Russia-

Helmul Krause: Maü und Engels und das zeitge ös§ische Rußland,
Giesseh, 1958, p. 28.

Man's Early ( 1 8 5 9) C r itique of B is marc k : Rus s o -Servil ity.

Bismarck's calculation that the fast track to the pinnacle of Prussian state

power was to treat the top Prussian officials as silly underlings of the Tsar

was shrewd, but the policy he developed based on that calculation - namely

assisting the Russians to control of Prusso-German affairs - quickly eamed

him the enmity of the left. In the fourth installment of the article 'Quid pro

Quo' which appeared in the London German-language Paper Das Volk (20

August 1859) Marx lambasted Bismarck as a Russian agent who handed his

diplomatic dispatches directly to Gortschakov, writing that: 'In the third act

ofthe mediation, Prussia hnally appears as a European power and Schleinitz

fashions his dispatches in two copies: one to Count Bemstorff in London so

Lord John Russell can pick it over (verlesen). the other 
^t-o 

Baron Bismarck in

St. Petersburg so Prince Gortschakov can pick it over."o Max had managed

to publish an expose of Bismarck's Russophilia while the Junker was still
basking in the glow ofthe Russo-Anointment.

Marx's November 1862 Critique of Bismarck:
Integration in the Tartar Troika.
In the letter to Engels of 17 November 1862 Marx reiterates that Bismarck is

a Russian appointee q45! that Bismarck is definitely integated in the Tartar

Troika with Louis Bonaparte and Palmerston. It tumed out Bismarck's first
foreign assignment after the Russian Court was to renew ties with Napo-

leon III by using him as Prussian emissary in Paris (April-September, 1862).

Bismarck had barely unpacked in Paris before he was sent on to the City of
London to confer with Prime Minister Palmerston (early July, 1862); he duti-

fully provided an extensive report on the Palmerston conferenc"" to William

'8 rvltw r, p. +es 6vmc t6,p.462).
2e L. Gall, Bismarck, p. 229. The Tartar Troika of 1863 was certainly a face-to-face com-

munity. After going out of office in 1857, Palmerston met Louis Bonaparte both at Paris

and Compiegre, this to renew a relation which werlt back to the 1840's. Bismarck's first

conference with Napoleon lll went back to 1855, long before the 1862 appointment

Napoleon lII, as Marx noted, had met the Tsar in Stuttgart in 185? and by December
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I in Berlin. The combination of Bismarck's Russo-Anointment, appointment
to the Court of Napoleon III in Paris and political intercourse with palmer-
ston signaled to Marx that 'Baron Bismarck' had arrived, even indicating that
it was not t}re Russians alone but the Russians in collaboration with Louis
Bonaparte who had secured his appointment as chiefofstate in prussia. Marx
wrote: 'The Bismarck ministry is in any case [...] the realization of the pious
wish of German Progressives who sought the unification of Germany under
Prussian auspices. They gush about ttle ,,man of progress,. Louis Bonapane.
Now they're seeing what a ,,Bonapartist,, regime in prussia really looks like.
Bismarck was certainly, one might say, appointed by Bonaparti - and Rus_
sia."u Thus Marx has sketched the westem pole of his modil of a multifari-
ous (compound) Russo-constitution of the prussian state; the Tartar Troika.
This model can only be ful1y understood in conjunction with the operation of
the eastem pole - the Polish Cartel.

Marx's March, 1863 Retrospective Concerning Bismarck: The polish Cartel.

[...] Marx and Engels viewed the re-establislunent offtee poland as a nccessary
precondition for self-unification of Gemany. Accordingly, they vehemently oppos€d
Prussian efforts (such as the Alvensleben Co[vention) to-support Russian äggression
in Poland [...]

Heluut Ktause, Marx und Ehgels uhd das zeitgenössische Rußland
Giessen, 1958, p.28.

The Polish Cartel refers to the institutional arrangement wherein prussia co_
operated with Russia in suppressing polish nationhood, i.e., the arrangement
wherein the three Divisions of poland (1772, t7g3 and 1795) were effected
and extended. Prussia's very existence depends on discharging its role of
aiding the Russians in suppressing poland, Marx avers. Thii is seen as the
best explanation of the fawning Russo-servility ofthe prussian potitical elite,
for example: Bismarck. Marx wfites: ,The political conclusion which I have
attained is this: that [...] Bismarck in fact propound(s) the prussian principle
ofstate correctly; that without Russia as we know her and a non-independent
Poland the Prussian ,,St te,. (something very different from Germanyj cunnot
exist. The entire history of prussia points to this conclusion, wtrich the ffo_

1859 (MEGA2 l/18, p.23) Man was wririry rhar ,[...] palmerston is apparenrly Louis
B^oaaparie's_most inimate füend.' Engels nored the iollaboration in f tO+ lfr4fW :0, p.
393, MEC 41, p. 519). Wilhelm Liebknecht wrcte in 1896 that Bis_arck,,was .mor.
R*:lT t!an-ü: Russian, and - in spite of all differences _ a sort of ce#an palmer-

.,n ston' 1in^Ikrl_Mary:-_Bioeraohical Memoirs, London. I975 [t901]. p. 103).'" MEW 30. p. 301 (MEC 4t. p. 43 t). Marx's contenrion that Bismäk and Louis gona-
parte were working together for the Russians was a commonplace in Euope at the time,
as Peter Stadler fKarl Marx.Ideoloqie u. politik. cöningen, iSOO, ,. q+l ol."*"d.
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henmllems (Frederick II included) have long accepted. [...] Since therefore
tie existence of Poland is necessary for Germany and would make the Prus-

sian state superfluous, the Prussian state must be cut away. Or: the Polish
question is simply one more proofthat it is impossible to serve German inter-
ests so long as the Hohenzollem bondage state exists. Away with Russian

hegemony over Cermany [...]'ll Bismarck then, is seen as merely anotler
manifestation of 'Russian hegemony over Germany' (russischen Hesemonie

über Deutschtand). An electrifting confirmation of Marx's contentions that

the Potish Cartel with Russia was constitutive for Prussia in general and Bis-
marck's career in particular is the Alvensleben Convention of 8 February

1863 between Prussia and Rrrssia, as

Otto von Bismarck und Rußland32 and

first major teaty as Minister-President of Prussia authorized Russian military
forces to enter Prussian (or Prussian-administered) territory anytime they per-

ceived the possibility of a Polish insurrection. Though Bismarck drew criti-
cism fiom democratic forces around the world for what Sigrid Wegner-

Korfes termed his 'disgraceful' Gshä4dliSbg4) capitulation to the Russian

campaign to suppress the Poles, the Iron Chancellor knew where his orders

came from. Decisive for the analysis of the Polish Cartel by Marx is that he

claims the 'entire' (g@) history of Prussia points in this direction q4i! that

Old Moor situates Bismarck four-square within the tendency.

Marx, Bismarck and the German Confederation: Another Source of Russian

Hegemony in Prussia and Germany.
The Polish Cartel, particularly as it manifested itself in the Alvensleben Con-

vention of 1863, is convincing proof ofthe Russian domination of Bismarck,

Prussia and Germany. Though not as utterly compelling, the Tartar Troika is

also arl important institutional configuration suggesting Russian control over

Bismarck, Prussia and Germany. But Marx is not finished yet proving Bis-

3' MEW 30, pp. 334/35 (MEC 41, p. 4611462).ln the Manuskipte über die polnische

Fraqe (1863-1864) (1961) Marx rcpeated the 'Polish Cartel' argument, stating 'Poland's

decline marks the birth of Prussia, and Russia's advance is Prussia's law of develop-

ment.' (Quoted ftom Stadler, note 30, p. 94). A consistently anti-Marxian perspective on

Prussian history was developed by Perry Anderson in Li!9qg9q-9I-ü9-Ab§qM§!§@9,
London, 1977 (1974), esp. p. 261. While Maß asserts the Prussian role in the Polish
partitions marked the 'bith' of Prussi4 P. Anderson contends '[...] the later Prussian

role in the Polish partitions did Iitde to strengthen it intematiooally.' While Marx asserts

extemal factors (Russian favor) exhaustively explain the rise of Prussiq P. Anderson

claims: 'It was the intemal nature of the Prussian social formation which explains its
sudden overshadowing ofall other German slates io the epoch of the Enlighterment of
Germany.' (Emphasis in original)., See Sigrid wegn"r-Korfes, Ono von Bismarck rmd Rußland, Berlin, 1990, p. 16.

rr 
See Engelberg, pjg1q4193, p. 460; L. Gall, Bismarck, p. 273.

discussed in Sigrid Wegner-Korfes's
by Engelberg and Gall.I Bismarck's
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marck is a Russian pawn. He also indicates in several articles that Bismarck
was subjected to Russian control via the German Confederation. The German
Confederation was created by the Congress of Vienna on 8 June l8t5 and
lasted until 1866. Its purpose was to maintain the weakness and division of
Germany by playing Prussia off against Austria, this inside an ostensible un-
ion of German-speaking states, principalities and cities; overseer of the side-
show was none other läan Mother Russia. Marx,s analysis is that the control
of Prussia alone does not ensure Russian domination over ,Germany, (non-
Prussian Germany) nor is the Polish Cartel t}re sole instrument of'Russian
control over the Prussians. Thus the Russians forestall German unity by hrst
using Prussia as a battering ram against Habsburg pretension to leading Ger-
man unification, then backing Austria when prussia displays signs of leader-
ship. After the Prussian resources were dissipated in the thwarted anti-
Habsburg struggle, the forces on the Neva would re-start the camival wheel.
In the article 'The Treaty ofvillatanca' in the New York Dailv bune of4
August 1859 Marx states that: ,[...] Russian influence in Germany depends
upon the equipoise of powers between the Habsburgs and the Hohen-
zollerns.'14 Interestingly enough, ln an article of the same year (3 I March
1859) in the r^me p"per" , Marx refers to a diplomat recalled from his posr-
tion at the legislature (Bundestaq) ofthe German Confederation. The article,
'Prospects for War in Prussia, , refers to a diplomat replaced for disrupting the
smooth flow ofthe Russo-eq uipoise: Bismarck. Thus Bismarck was subjected
to sanctions from Russia in the Polish Cartel, the Tartar Troika and in the
German Confederation. The latter mechanism represented a third, discrete
source for rendering the Iron Chancellor an operative of St, petersburg.

CONCLU§ION

31-ME\,t tl,pp.426/27 (MEC I6, p. 4t 9).
" See MEW 13. p. 282 (MEC t6, p. 267).
'o F,ora discussion of the_Enltehunesqeschichte concept see G. Lukäcs, Die Eiqena.t des

Asthetischeü, Halbband I, Berlin, 1963, p. 80; for a critique of Lukä".i *li-f ü" *n-
cept, see G. H. R. Parkinson, Georq Lukäcs, London, 1927, p. 130; on German histori-
cism in general see F. Meinicke (note 4 §U@), p. 95.

Marx's position is that Bismarck assumed the offrce as Minister_president of
Prussia in 1862 because he was a Russian agent. The three institutional bases
of Russian influence over Bismarck, Marx cites - polish Cartel, Tartsr Troika
and the German Confederation - are all plausible. Following the He-
gelian/Marxian-concept of ,developmental history, (Entstehunesse-schichte)36
according to which the origins of a phenom"non o. 

"on""pi*Jä""iiu" fo.
its evolution, Bismarck's career should be re-evaluated in the light of this
clarification of its origins. Indeed since Marx asserts Bismarck is ultimatelv a



qpical figure in Prussian history, the latter topic must be reviewed as well.

So far as Marx's theory of state and politics is concemed, the case of Bis-

marck is powerful evidence for t]le contention the Marxian state theory is

Russocentric, not to mention the contention the theory is primarily diplo-

macy-driven and little connected to political economy. As Old Moor put it so

very well in the New York Dailv Tribune of l0 October 1860, Russia's '[...]
real force consists in her diplomatic superiority, and not in her material

power.'37 Until Russia is extirpated, Marx suggests, material interests cannot.

i.e., lack the capacity to, compete \Ärith diplomacy in structuring the state. In a

Russia-dominated world, the alternatives are a diplomacy-driven state theory

- or no state theory at all. Equally important for research, Marx's 'case'

against Bismarck can serve as a model for investigation of other leaders he

analyzed, above all William E. Gladstone and Benjamin Disraeli, both of
whom were observed first-hand and in extenso by Moor when he worked as a

Parliament reporter. A reconstruction of the Gladstone/Disraeli rivalry along

the lines suggested by Marx - namely that Gladstone was a Russian agent

while Disraili was not - would be particularly provocative, especially since

most treatments of tlle two figures ignore Marx's Parliamentary reports' Old

Moor made no bones about his Preference for Disraeli over Gladstone (or his

preference for the Conservatives over the Liberals), yet despite the vast num-

Ler ofcommentaries on Marx there is little available on these topics, possibly

because airing them would bring into relief Marx's Russenhass Such eva-

sions are no longer acceptable in Marx/Engels research.
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